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1 Financial frictions models

Introduction

� The recent crisis made economists painfully aware of the importance of financial frictions.

� Collective effort of the profession led to huge improvement of the interactions of financial sector with
the macroeconomy.

� But, it is very complicated issue and there is still a lot of work to be done.

Diamond-Dybvik (1983)

� Three periods: 0, 1 and 2. Measure one of consumers endowed with 1 unit of consumption good.
Each consumer with probability π1 = π wants to consumer in period 1 (becomes impatient) and with
probability π2 = 1 − π wants to consumer in period 2 (becomes patient). This probability is realized
in period 1. Expected utility is

U(c1, c2) = πu(c1) + (1− π)u(c2)

� Technology: Each consumer has one unit of consumption good in period 0. This good can be either
stored or invested in an amount I ≤ 1 in a long-run technology. The investment delivers R units of
consumption goods in period 2. Additionally, this production process can be interrupted in period 1
and in such a case consumer recovers ` < 1 units of consumption good in period 1 (illiquid asset).
Consumers have access to storage technology that transforms good 1 : 1 across periods.

� In autarky (no trade between agents) each consumer invests I units of consumption good in period
0. Next, if she becomes impatient (with probability π) she interrupts the production process and
consumes cA1 = 1− I + `I = 1− I(1− `) ≤ 1, otherwise (with probability 1− π) she does not interrupt
the production process and consumes in period 2 cA2 = 1 − I + RI = 1 + I(R − 1) ≥ 1. Notice also
cA2 = 1 + I(R− 1) ≤ R. Autarky allocation solves (after elimination of I)

max
(c1,c2)

π1u(c1) + π2u(c2)

c1
1− `

+
c2

R− 1
=

1

1− `
+

1

R− 1

Solving we obtain the following FOC:

π1u
′(c1)

π2u′(c2)
=
R− 1

1− `
> 0

� Note that cA1 = 1 and cA2 = R is impossible.
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� Optimal allocation. Consider the feasibility constraint, if I is invested then since a fraction of π1 of
agents wants to consume in the first period π1c1 = 1− I (clearly investing and breaking up a project
is inefficient) and a fraction π2 consumes in the second period, therefore π2c2 = RI. Eliminating I we
get

π1c1 +
π2c2
R

= 1

Note that (c1, c2) = (1, R) satisfies the above budget constraint and, clearly,U(1, R) > U(cA1 , c
A
2 ). The

optimal allocation solves

max
(c1,c2)

π1u(c1) + π2u(c2)

π1c1 +
π2c2
R

= 1

Solving we obtain the following FOC:
u′(c1)

u′(c2)
= R > 1

Therefore (since u′(c1) > 0)

u
′
(c1) > u

′
(c2)

by concavity of u(·)
c1 < c2

� Optimal deposit contract. Suppose there is perfect competition in the banking sector. If fraction π1
of agents withdraw funds from the bank in period 1 and each receives c1 than it is optimal for a bank
to store π1c1 = x and invest 1 − π1c1 = 1 − x, then π2c2 = R(1 − x). The intertemporal constraint
becomes:

π2c2
R

= 1− x = 1− π1c1

π1c1 +
π2c2
R

= 1

The optimal contract solves

max
(c1,c2)

π1u(c1) + π2u(c2)

π1c1 +
π2c2
R

= 1

We also assume that consumers have access to storage technology between period 1 and 2 (that trans-
forms one unit of period 1 consumption good into 1 unit of consumption good in period 2). Additionally,
consumers that want to withdraw their money in have to get in line.

� If only impatient agents show up for their money than banks invest I in the long term project so that
I = 1− π1c1. And in the second period π2c2 = RI = R(1− π1c1). Eliminating I we get

π1c1 +
π2c2
R

= 1

� To solve maximize the consumers welfare subject to the zero profit condition.

� Assume that u(c) = c1−θ

1−θ , θ > 1 than the necessary condition of consumer optimality becomes

MRS = −π1
π2

c−θ1

c−θ2

= −π1R
π2

which simplifies to
c2 = R

1
θ c1
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substituting into the budget constraint

π1c1 +
π2R

1
θ c1
R

= 1

c∗1 =
1

π1 + π2R
1−θ
θ

=
1

π1 + π2
1

R
θ−1
θ

≥ 1, for θ ≥ 1

and

c∗2 = R
1
θ c1 = R

θ
θR

1−θ
θ c1 = R

1

π1R
θ−1
θ + π2R

θ−1
θ R

1−θ
θ

= R
1

π1R
θ−1
θ + π2

≤ R

(as it is easy to show)
1 ≤ c∗1 < c∗2 ≤ R

� Two Nash equilibria:

– ’Good’ Equilibrium: All patient consumers withdraw in period 2 and all impatient consumers
withdraw in period 1. Then all projects mature and the first best is realized (which we found
above).

– ’Bad’ Equilibrium: Assume first come first serve. If agents do not trust the bank all agents show
up in period 1 and bank has to liquidate all the projects and it can pay

(1− I) + I` = π1c
∗
1 + (1− π1c∗1)` < π1c

∗
1 + (1− π1c∗1) · 1 = 1 < c∗1

so bank does not have sufficient funds to pay back all the depositors. Some depositors get 0.

� This contract satisfies incentive compatibility constraint (patient agents will never want to pretend to
be impatient, as c1 < c2). Accepting deposit contract consumer gain since they get liquidity. What is
the role of the bank, it transforms short term deposits into long term investment. It can do that since
it can diversify risk (having many deposits it can predict how many consumers will show up in period
1 to get their deposits). Utility of consumers goes up.

� But the bank is exposed to bank panics. If patient consumer believes that all patient consumers show
up in the bank to get their deposits in period 1 she would prefer to get in line as fast as possible,
because bank does not have enough resources to service everyone in period 1, recall c1 > 1).

Example

� Consider a Diamond-Dybvik model with u(c) = c1−σ

1−σ . Let R = 1.44, ` = 0.5, π = 0.5, σ = 2 and
assume that each agent is endowed with one unit of consumption good in period 0.

– Find autarky equilibrium.

– Find equilibrium with banks.

– Do banks improve welfare. Discuss your results.

Diamond and Rajan (2000, 2001)

� Entrepreneurs have project ideas that need financing.

� Each entrepreneur has the ability to generate higher profits (than they would be without them) from
projects which gives them rent.

� Financiers can also liquidate the existing project and recover some of the invested funds, which gives
the some leverage against entrepreneurs.

� Banks have advantage over financiers because by investing (early) they increase the liquidation value.
Banks are relationship lenders to illiquid entrepreneurs. They have unique position that allows them
to lower the entrepreneurs rent.
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� Even if the project is not risky there is liquidity risk. Bank due to its unique position cannot recover
the value of the project by selling it, therefore the bank will want to liquidate the project in case of
liquidity need.

� This problem could be resolved if bank could borrow against the profit from the project, but the bank
would need to commit to not renegotiating the contract with the financing party (and supervising the
project up to its maturation as it has unique ability to recover the invested funds).

� One of the ways of achieving such commitment is using demand deposits: fragile source of financing
exposed to bank runs.

� We assume that bank pays bank deposits on the first come first serve basis, until it runs out of funds.
Therefore each time there is uncertainty about the bank ability to pay back deposits there will be a
run on a bank.

� The risk of bank run prevents banks from renegotiating contracts with deposit holders, and allows
banks to commit to not to renegotiate projects.

� Therefore the fragility allows banks to fund long term (illiquid) credit with short run deposits. Fragility
makes banks liquid!!!

� Interestingly banks offer liquidity (similarly like in Diamond and Dybvik, 1983) both to depositors and
entrepreneurs. If depositors want to withdraw their funds, bank does not have to liquidate project it
can get them from other depositors.

� Nevertheless, if we add uncertainty that is observable but not verifiable (contracts cannot be made
conditional on it) then runs can happen anyway if the value of assets falls, even if bank is doing the
right thing. This gives rise to the skin in the game condition, which implies capital requirements on
banks.

Holmstrom and Tirole (1997)

� Two period model t = 0, 1.

� Three types of agents: investors (F ), entrepreneurs (E) and bankers (B). All are risk neutral.

� F has deep pockets in period 0.

� Entrepreneurs are heterogeneous with the probability distribution over net worth K given by dF .

� Each E has an idea for a project that requires investing I and pays R/pH in case of success and 0
otherwise.

� E can lower the probability of success (if case of no monitoring) by shirking (increases private gain).
Monitoring disturbs shirking. Formally, it is as follows

No shirking Shirking
(monit.)

Shirking
(no monit.)

Private gain 0 b B > b
Success probability pH pL < pH pL

� Monitoring can be done by banks at cost m. Furthermore, bank faces moral hazard problem which
gives rise to exogenous private rent r. The cost of bank is therefore c = r +m.

� We assume, that only projects run by non-shirking entrepreneurs should be undertaken

pH
R

pH
> I + c and pL

R

pH
+B < I

� Es with K > I do not need to borrow, they invest their own funds. Es with K < I borrow KF = I−K
from two possible sources:
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– direct financing: it is easy to see that in optimal contract E invests all her funds and the rest is
financed by F. In expectation E gets RE and F gets RF (RF +RE = R).

– bank financing: E invests all her funds. Expected payoffs are (RE , RB , RF ) (RE+RB+RF = R).

� Direct financing:

– participation constraint (PC) for F : RF = I −K, (we assume her surplus is zero).

– incentive compatibility ( IC) for E: pH
RE

pH
≥ pLR

E

pH
+B.

– which imply that the project if financed directly if

I −K = RF = R−RE ≤ R− pHB/(pH − pL)

K ≥ I −R+ pHB/(pH − pL) ≡ Kdirect

i.e. the share of E in financing must by high enough to discourage them from shirking.

– expected payoff of E RE = R−RF = R− I +K (no monitoring costs).

� Bank financing:

– (PC) for F : RF = I −K
– (IC) for E: RE ≥ pL

pH
RE + b.

– (PC) for B: RB = c.

– which imply that the project is financed through a bank if

I −K + c = RF +RB = R−RE ≤ R− pHb/(pH − pL)

K ≥ I −R+ pHb/(pH − pL) + c ≡ Kbank

– which means that the monitoring ability of banks enlarges the number of financed projects but
requires additional monitoring costs (assuming c ≤ pH(B − b)/(pH − pL)), therefore Kbank <
Kdirect.

– E: K ∈ [Kbank,Kdirect] get bank financing, otherwise would not be financed.

– payoff of E in case of success is RE = R − RF − RB = R − I + K − c (monitoring costs lower
payoffs).

� Aggregation: Aggregates investment: (1− F (Kbank))I

– K > I self financing

– K ∈ [Kdirect, I] direct financing

– K ∈ [Kbank,Kdirect] bank financing

– K < Kbank no financing.

� If some of K gets destructed then investments decline since Kdirect and Kbank do not change. The
most suffer those that have low net worth (some firms have to switch to bank financing).

� An increase in the monitoring costs c does not change Kdirect, but Kbank goes up, which means that
some entrepreneurs will lose financing (those with the low net worth).

Example

� Consider a Holmstrom and Tirole model R = 1.1, and I = 1. Let K ∼ U [0.5, 1.5], pH = 0.5, pL = 0.25,
B = 0.4, b = 0.3 and c = 0.1.

– Find aggregate investment.

– Suppose that each entrepreneur loses 10% of her net worth find new aggregate investment.

– Suppose that costs of banks activity increase c = 0.15 (due to change in regulation), find new
aggregate investment.

– Discuss how your answers are relevant for macroeconomy and modeling it.
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Costly state verification (Townsend, 1979)

� External financing with asymmetric information.

� Two period model t = 0, 1.

� Two types of agents: investors (F ) and entrepreneurs (E). All risk neutral U = C1 + βC2.

� F has deep pockets in period 0.

� Entrepreneurs have zero net worth.

� Entrepreneurs have access to projects, which require investment I and pay sR, where s ∈ S =
[smin, smax] and is drawn from the distribution F (·) (they face idiosyncratic risk).

� No moral hazard but negative selection.

� In period 0 neither E nor F know s. In period 1 E knows s but F does not.

� F can learn s but has to pay a cost κ(s) ∈ [0, Rs], which is increasing in s.

� Contract specifies that E reports s and payoffs are given by (RE(s), RF (s), SA), where RE(s) denotes
payoff to entrepreneur, RF (s) to investor and SA the subset of S which is audited.

� Contract has to satisfy the resource constraint (RC), the participation constraint for F (PC), and the
incentive compatibility constraint (IC).

– resource constraint (RC):
RE(s) +RF (s) + κ(s)1s∈SA ≤ sR

– participation constraint (PC):

β

∫
S

RF (s)dF = I

– incentive compatibility constraint (IC - truthtelling) requires that in a subset of no audit payoff
is the same:

* for s /∈ SA, RF (s) = R̄F , then entrepreneur reports s truthfully.

* for s ∈ SA, RF (s) + κ(s) ≤ R̄F , monitors if gets too little.

� Theorem: If optimal contract exists, then there exists such a s̄ so that the optimal contract has to
following structure:

– SA = [smin, s̄]

– RF (s) = s̄R, for s /∈ SA and RF (s) = sR− κ(s), for s ∈ SA

RF (s) =

{
s̄R, for s ≥ s̄
sR− κ(s), for s < s̄

� Proof omitted.

� We can interpret s̄R as a value of a contract and audit as a bankruptcy procedure. If E cannot pay
back s̄R, then F takes over control (which is costly).

� When investments are made?
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– Assume κ(s) = κ̄sR, then (PC) has the following form

β

∫
S

RF (s)dF = I

β[

∫
SA

(1− κ̄)sRdF +

∫
S\SA

s̄RdF ] = I

βR[(1− κ̄)

∫
SA

sdF + s̄(1− F (s̄)] = I

Let I = 1. Note that since RF (s) + κ(s) ≤ R̄F implies sR− κ(s) + κ(s) = sR < s̄R for all s < s̄

[

∫
SA

s̄RdF +

∫
S\SA

s̄RdF ] > [

∫
SA

(1− κ̄)sRdF +

∫
S\SA

s̄RdF ]

s̄R > β−1

Thus the borrowing rate s̄R is greater than the lending rate β−1∫
SA

sRdF − κ̄
∫
SA

sRdF +

∫
S\SA

sRdF >

∫
SA

sRdF − κ̄
∫
SA

sRdF +

∫
S\SA

s̄RdF

R− κ̄
∫
SA

sRdF > Iβ−1

Thus the expected return on the investment has to cover the return for F and monitoring costs

R > β−1 + κ̄

∫
SA

sRdF

– Thus is R is too low or κ̄ to large investments will not be made (result of costly bankruptcy).

– Even if investments are made, monitoring costs introduce a wedge between what the return of
entrepreneurs and investors.

Gertler and Karadi (2011)

� They build a model with moral hazard between banks and depositors (banks can run away with money).

� Optimal contract has a form of skin in the game, which links the assets of banks with its equity (net
worth), creating endogenous leverage.

� In case of net worth destruction banks have to adjust their assets which creates fire sales, which lowers
the prices of assets and increases spreads in the economy.

� This results in decline in the real economy which leads to second round of fire sales and deterioration
of balance sheets of banks.

Angeloni and Faia (2013)

� Build on Diamond and Rajan (2000,2001).

� Similar effect as in Gertler and Karadi (2010).

� Loose monetary policy leads to increase in leverage and systematic fragility, which in turn amplifies
real effect of monetary policy shocks.

� Procyclical capital requirements (Basel II) amplify shocks which leads to lower welfare of agents and
higher volatility of macroeconomic variables.

� Optimal monetary policy should aggressively respond to asset prices (with the interest rates and bank
leverage), and capital requirements should be slightly countercyclical.
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Gertler and Kiyotaki (2010)

� Build on Kiyotaki and Moore (2012) and Gertler and Karadi (2012), they call it canonical model.

� Producers and banks are located on islands.

� Financial intermediaries can evaluate and monitor borrowers on the same island, which makes inter-
mediation efficient (in equilibrium).

� Agency problem between banks and depositors, which limits banks ability in acquisition of funds (moral
hazard problem).

� The problem described above creates a wedge between the interest rates of lenders and borrowers.

� Additionally, banks face liquidity shocks (not always entrepreneurs on their islands get good projects)
which creates surpluses and deficits of liquidity on the interbank market.

� If the interbank market works fine, funds flow from one institutions to another.

� But, the agency problem is present in the interbank market as well (moral hazard), which can lead to
market segmentation and deepen the problems in the real side of the economy.

� Simulations show that the financial frictions deepen declines during economic slowdowns.

Summary

� Key mechanism in the literature:

– agency problem (moral hazard)

– costly state verification (costly monitoring with asymmetric information)

– maturity transformation (liquidity)

� Some examples from the literature exploiting these mechanisms.
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